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USD Faculty Workload Policy 
College of Arts & Sciences, Beacom School of Business, School of Education,  

College of Fine Arts, School of Health Sciences, University Libraries 
Effective January 2021 

 
References for this section are the BOR Policy Manual, Sections 4:1, 4:13 and 4:38, and the 
Expectations of the Faculty at the University of South Dakota document. These guidelines apply 
to the professorial, lecturer, librarian, research professor, and professor of practice ranks. 
 
Purpose of document 
This document provides guidance to faculty members and their supervisors in the assignment of 
duties in the areas of teaching, research and creative scholarship, and service. This document 
shall be consistent with BOR Policy Manual, Section 4:38.2. Further, it is intended to inform 
the expectations of faculty productivity as outlined in Expectations of the Faculty at The 
University of The University of South Dakota. This document may be revisited periodically by the 
administration, either as an administrative action or in response to a request initiated by the 
University Senate, with revisions developed in consultation with the faculty. Revisions to the 
general document require consultation with faculty in the College of Arts & Sciences, Beacom 
School of Business, School of Education, College of Fine Arts, School of Health Sciences, and 
University Libraries. Revisions to Appendix A or Appendix B require consultation only with 
faculty in the affected units. 
 
 
Faculty Contract Year 
Faculty will be required to report for assigned duties no earlier than five working days prior to the 
first day of classes for each academic term within their annual contract. They will be released from 
duties incidental to their assigned courses no later than five working days after the last day of final 
examinations in the last academic term of their appointments. During their contract period, faculty 
are not required to be present during student breaks. Faculty members are expected to meet all 
Board of Regents and USD requirements associated with course preparation and delivery as 
defined in USD policy, including requirements for training and the provision of materials that may 
fall outside the faculty contract year. 
 
 
Full-time workload 
Workload is based on a total of 30 workload units or its equivalent per academic year for a full-
time faculty member on a 9-month contract. Workload may include teaching, research, and service, 
with the exact allocation based on faculty rank and responsibilities as approved by the dean or the 
dean’s designee. 
 
A faculty member’s standard instructional load may include both on-campus and off-campus 
instruction, including face to face, hybrid, and online courses. Each course credit generally equates 
to 1 workload unit, provided the course meets the minimum enrollment requirement or has been 
approved as an exception to the Small Section Limitation rule as defined in BOR Policy 5.17.4. 
Ordinarily each credit hour corresponds to approximately one (1) hour of contact and three (3) 
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hours of effort per week that includes course preparation. Cross-listed courses count as a single 
course for workload purposes. Team-taught courses will have workload assigned based on pro-
rated contributions to the course by each assigned faculty member. 
 
When a course offered within a faculty member’s workload allocation, whether face to face, 
hybrid, and/or online, fails to meet minimum enrollment requirements, the course may be offered 
as an approved exception to the Small Section Limitation rule or the workload allocation may be 
adjusted by the administration. If offered as an approved exception, the university administration 
will determine the minimum enrollment needed to justify offering the class. Workload allocation 
adjustments may take the form of an alternate teaching assignment, additional research time, or 
additional service. 
 
 
Unit workload addenda 
Individual academic units may have variations based on the nature of the specific academic 
enterprise and/or specialized accreditation standards, including acknowledgement of clinical work, 
noted within Appendix A to this document. The expectations of specialized accrediting agencies 
regarding workload will be met in those areas that have such accreditation and will be reflected as 
special circumstances, as indicated in Appendix A. Workload guidelines for Librarians are found 
in Appendix B. 
 
 
Variability of workload 
Workload calculations will reflect the special contributions and talents of individual faculty 
members as those contributions relate to the overall mission of the academic unit and the 
University. For example, some faculty members may show higher or lower teaching loads than 
others because of differential contributions to the teaching and advising, research and creative 
scholarship, and service responsibilities of the unit. Individual workloads may be determined by 
the unique mission of the unit, as well as the unit’s contribution to USD’s undergraduate signature 
programming, including but not limited to the First-Year Experience, the Honors Program, 
Undergraduate Research, and advancing diversity, equity, and Inclusive Excellence initiatives and 
programs. In general, it is expected that workloads will reflect the tripartite expectations of the 
faculty members. 
 
Faculty workload variations may also occur in order to meet specialized accreditation 
requirements, clinical education standards and program specifications. 
 
Faculty members holding professorial rank whose primary responsibilities involve delivery of 
instruction will be assigned workload units to support active research, scholarship or creative 
scholarship or active discipline-related professional service. Specific assignments are discussed 
during the annual performance evaluation. 
 
Allocated time for research, creative scholarship, and service workload units, however, are not 
automatically awarded if a faculty member is not doing an appropriate level of work in that area 
to receive the workload units. This allocation of time for research, creative scholarship, and service 
may be limited if in the previous annual evaluation the faculty member has not “met expectations.”  
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The chair may assign an increased instructional role for a faculty member, upon written approval 
of the dean or the dean’s designee. Tenure track faculty members, however, will be provided with 
adequate time for research, creative scholarship, and service appropriate to be successful in the 
discipline.  
 
Workload allocations for all faculty members require, in writing, the approval of the dean or the 
dean’s designee. 
 
 
Workload approval 
All faculty member workload assignments, including re-assignments, are to be in writing and 
require written approval of the dean or dean’s designee. Further, in determining class size or 
capacity and classroom space, faculty members may provide counsel and recommendation, but 
such decisions are made by and require written approval of the dean or dean’s designee.  
 
Faculty members who unilaterally agree to supervise independent study courses, internships, 
directed practices and directed studies courses will not be compensated for this supervision, unless 
the activity and compensation are specifically approved by the chair and the dean or the dean’s 
designee, in writing, at the time of the assignment. 
 
Adjuncts and part-time instructors who teach face to face, hybrid, and/or online courses that have 
low enrollment may have such courses canceled or may be asked to teach such courses at reduced 
compensation. 
 
 
Workload assignment and annual evaluation 
Discussion of workload between a faculty member and chair should occur as an integral part of 
the annual performance evaluations, since workload and performance expectations are linked. 
Anticipated instructional assignments should also be documented as determined by the university. 
Colleges, schools, and the libraries may have additional forms and/or workload planning meetings 
to help faculty members, chairs, and the dean outline and approve annual workload consistent with 
these guidelines. 
 
 
Academic Governance Responsibilities 
All faculty members who hold professorial rank are expected to participate in the academic 
governance of the university, college/school, and department. Service to the institution may 
include, but is not limited to the following: 
 

a. Work for departmental, school, college and university committees or task forces; 
b. Service on the University Senate and its committees; 
c. Responsibilities relating to the academic or support services of the university community; 
d. Contributions to the development of library or other learning resources, or institutional 

studies or reports such as those required by accrediting organizations; 
e. Participation in departmental/division-sponsored activities that support student success. 
f. Contributing to USD’s diversity, equity, and Inclusive Excellence initiatives, such as 
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serving on the President’s Council for Diversity or unit-level diversity, equity, and 
inclusion committees. 

 
Faculty members in the non-professorial ranks may participate fully in academic governance 
responsibilities provided they have adequate experience and qualifications as determined by the 
institution. 
 
 
Administrative Appointments 
Faculty member time allocated for administrative duties should be determined in conversation with 
the chair, and the written approval of the dean or dean designee, with consideration of the 
remaining workload units available for instruction, scholarship and service. 
 
 
Academic Advising 
Per BOR Policy 4:38, academic advising of both undergraduate and graduate students is part of 
teaching. Advising may be assigned to any faculty member, regardless of home location, but not 
every faculty member is expected to have advisees. All active students will be assigned an advisor, 
either a professional advisor or a faculty member, so faculty may find themselves advising students 
at both their home location and remotely. 
 
 
Graduate Research Project, Thesis, Individual Study, and Dissertation, and Undergraduate 
Research Expectations 
Schools and colleges should develop guidelines in their unit expectation documents reflecting the 
workload expectations associated with undergraduate and graduate research projects, thesis, 
individual study, studio, ensemble, performance and applied teaching, and dissertation direction, 
consistent with the flexibility provided by BOR Policy 4:38. 
 
 
Additional time for instruction, research/creative scholarship, service, or special assignments 
With the specific written approval of the chair or next level supervisor and the dean, additional 
workload units may be granted to faculty members who are engaged in: 
 

a. Externally-supported projects that specifically fund a portion of the faculty member’s 
salary or otherwise carry expectations of a significant time commitment necessary for 
successful completion of the project. 

b. Activities that are determined to be time-intensive beyond standard expectations.  
 
 
Off-Contract Appointments (Typically Summer) 
Faculty members who are not under contract may be offered course assignments to teach during 
their non-contract session. In the interest of quality instruction, a faculty member’s teaching 
assignment during that non-contract session will not exceed 10 workload units. Any exceptions to 
this stipulation must be approved by the VPAA prior to a contract being issued to the faculty 
member.  
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When a course, whether face to face, hybrid, and/or online, fails to meet the specific minimum 
enrollment, the contract may be voided by the administration or the administration may request an 
opportunity for the faculty member to teach the course at reduced compensation. The university 
administration will determine the minimum enrollment needed, consistent with sound fiscal 
practices, to justify offering the class. Faculty members will be advised of the minimum 
enrollments specified by the university at the time the contract is offered. When a course has not 
achieved that minimum enrollment at least one week prior to the first scheduled class meeting, the 
administration will contact the faculty member to discuss whether the faculty member would be 
willing to teach the course at reduced compensation 
 
Faculty members who unilaterally agree to supervise independent study courses, internships, 
directed practices and directed studies courses while not on contract will not be compensated for 
this supervision, unless the activity and compensation are specifically approved by the chair and 
the dean or the dean’s designee, in writing, at the time of the assignment. 
 
 
Overload Appointments 
Faculty members may not be assigned overload courses that would interfere with completion of 
other assigned responsibilities while under contract. For purposes of this section, overload classes 
include only courses assigned in addition to a faculty member’s base course load. The 
administration may only offer contracts to faculty members who already carry a full workload for 
the academic year. Faculty are limited to four workload units of overload teaching per term unless 
their dean approves an exception.  
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Appendix A to the Workload Policy 
Guidelines Specific to Colleges/Schools 

 
College of Arts & Sciences 

Effective January 2021 
 
The basic assumption in assigning teaching workloads will be, as stated in the USD Workload 
Policy, 1 credit hour of teaching is the equivalent of an approximate average of 3 hours of work 
per week.  With the specific written approval of the Chair and Dean, the teaching workload 
calculation may reflect special circumstances for courses that regularly meet more than the 
specified credit hours in a week.  
 
Advising workload is calculated based on the number of advisees for whom they serve as 
primary advisor, with 1 workload unit (1 credit hour) being approximately equivalent to 25 
undergraduate student advisees. 
 
Because significant variability exists in workload calculations among and within clinical 
programs, quantifying workload in a single formula is not attainable. Instead, workload units 
within a certain range may be assigned by departments to specific activities such as those listed 
in the table below. As stated previously, 1 workload unit (or credit hour of teaching) is the 
equivalent of an approximate average of 3 hours of work per week. This relationship can be 
scaled for varying clinical teaching assignments. For example, 6 workload units of direct clinical 
supervision would equate to approximately 18 hours of work per week. 
 

Activity Workload Units Assigned 
Direct clinical 
supervision/preception 

Workload units may be assigned to a faculty member for providing direct 
supervision/preception of students in a clinical setting. The number of 
workload units will depend upon the number of students and the scope of 
the experience (e.g. duration of time spent in clinical setting, percent time 
of supervision/preception, etc.). Those courses (as specified by the 
department) that require direct clinical supervision/preception but have 
workload representations through the credit hours of the class may not be 
provided additional workload if the time expectation of the course is in-line 
with the credit hours for the course.  

Clinical placement coordination Workload units may be assigned to a faculty member who performs clinical 
placement coordination. This workload is reflected in service workload 
allocation. 

Clinical doctorate research projects 
or doctorate student project 
(sometimes called research 
projects but distinctly different 
from a PhD dissertation) 

Mentorship of clinical doctorate research projects is expected from 
program faculty and will be assigned equitably across program faculty 
where possible. In situations where mentorship of these projects is 
disproportionate, a faculty member may be assigned additional 
workload.  This excludes projects that are counted as part of a course for 
which the faculty receives workload representation.  
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Beacom School of Business 
Effective January 2021 

 
Beacom School of Business faculty workload variations may occur in order to meet current 
AACSB accreditation standards. 
 
 

School of Education 
Effective January 2021 

 
Student teaching for Initial Licensure, including 488/688 
University supervisors observe student teachers a minimum of 3 times per semester in person or 
via video, and complete all required documentation and paperwork related to supervision. 
Residency Instructors teach courses offered within residency and others as assigned. Supervision 
of candidates varies with enrollment each semester. In cases where supervision responsibilities are 
disproportionate, a residency instructor’s workload may be revised. For non-residency instructors, 
supervision of 3 teacher candidates equates to 1 workload unit. 
 
Practicum and Internship Experiences (outside of the course assignments). 
Faculty in Curriculum and Instruction and Educational Leadership are expected to observe 
graduate students, in person or via video, at least once per semester. 
 
 Supervision of internships and field experiences is expected from program faculty where 
applicable and will be assigned equitably across program faculty where possible. In situations 
where supervision of internships and field experiences is disproportionate, a faculty member’s 
workload may be assigned additional workload credit with the approval of the dean. 
 
Undergraduate ELED, SEED, SPED, and PE field experiences, internships and practica are 
considered course offerings when enrollments are consistent with BOR policy and courses have 
regular meetings face to face or via distance technology, assignments, and are not graded pass-fail.  
 
Practicum and Internship experiences in Counselor Education and Kinesiology and Sport 
Management are considered course offerings when courses have regular meetings face to face or 
via distance technology, assignments, and are not graded pass-fail. 
 
Thesis/Dissertation 
Dissertation/thesis supervision is considered both teaching and research. Faculty research is 
bolstered by student research participation. Supervising student research also involves a significant 
amount of mentoring and teaching of method, knowledge and skill. Nine-month professorial rank 
faculty are usually assigned workload units for scholarship and research activity. Mentoring 1-2 
student theses/dissertations is an expectation for faculty receiving scholarship workload and will 
be assigned equitably within programs. In situations where mentorship of these projects is 
disproportionate within a division/program, a faculty member may be awarded additional 
workload. This excludes projects that are counted as part of a course for which the faculty receives 
workload representation.  
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College of Fine Arts 
Effective January 2021 

 
The College of Fine Arts is unique in the variety of instructional opportunities it provides for its 
students.  Workload credit for didactic courses will generally follow the policies described within 
this document.  Applied lessons are generally calculated at a 3:2 ratio for workload hours (in other 
words, 3 contact hours of applied lessons are equal to 2 contact hours for didactic courses).  
Exceptions to this ratio may be granted after consultation with the faculty member and chair, with 
final approval by the dean.  Workload ratios for other types of university-sponsored activities, such 
as (but not limited to) 0-credit instruction, studio instruction, thesis supervision, ensemble 
conducting, directing (stage, technical, and musical direction), choreography and design will be 
assigned by the chair in consultation with the faculty and should be informed by best practices 
identified by departmental accrediting bodies (NASAD, NASM, and NAST).  These workload 
ratios will be approved by the dean, consistent with the flexibility provided by BOR Policy 4:38. 
 
 

School of Health Sciences 
Effective January 2021 

 
Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this Addendum is to outline the policies and procedures governing the assignment 
of faculty workload specific to departments and programs within the School of Health Sciences 
(SHS), mainly in areas related to student clinical supervision, fieldwork and clinical instruction. 
 
Responsibility  
The Dean of the SHS, in consultation with the department chairs, approves and updates the policy. 
Department chairs and program directors are responsible for implementing the policies and for 
ensuring compliance with accreditation standards and individual program clinical education 
requirements.  Each department within the SHS is expected to adequately meet its overall 
responsibilities within the parameters of its approved budget. Departments are expected to employ 
equitable and efficient practices when allocating faculty workload. Program chairs must consult 
with the SHS dean to ensure alignment with BOR and university policies, as well as efficiencies 
and equity in workload distribution. 
 
Definitions and Terms 
Refer to the following BOR policies: 

 BOR 2:32 Credit Hour Assignment 
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/2-32.pdf 

 Instructional Funding BOR 5:17 
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/5-17.pdf 

 Instructional Methods: Schematics and Definitions AAC Guidelines 5.4 
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/academic-affairs-
guidelines/Documents/5_Guidelines/5_4_Guideline.pdf 

 
Faculty Appointment 
Faculty in the School of Health Sciences may hold 9, 10, 11, or 12-month appointments. Faculty 
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who hold a 9-month appointment are assigned 30 workload units (15 workload units per semester; 
fall and spring). Faculty who hold 12-month appointment are assigned 40 workload units per year 
(15 workload units in fall, 15 workload units in spring and 10 workload units in the summer).  
Workload for 10- and 11-month appointments is calculated based on 30 workload units over nine 
months. Workload distribution among tripartite areas may vary between semesters with the 
expectations that the annual assigned workload meets targeted annual tripartite percentage 
expectations.  Accreditation requirements regarding sufficient faculty numbers and credentials 
drive faculty appointments and workload.  Typically, a tenure track or tenured faculty is assigned 
60-70% workload to teaching, 20-30% to research and scholarly activity and 10-20% service. A 
faculty member in the Lecturer rank series is typically assigned 90% teaching workload, and 10% 
service workload. A faculty member in the Professor of Practice rank is typically assigned 70% 
teaching workload, 20% scholarship workload and 10% service workload.  All other ranks assume 
100% responsibilities under instruction, mainly clinical supervision. 
 
Faculty Responsibilities According to the Tripartite Mission 
 

 Teaching (Didactic and Clinical Instruction) 
Faculty in the SHS assume responsibilities in the areas of teaching, scholarship, and 
service. Teaching includes classroom and non-classroom instruction and advising.  For 
many SHS educators maintaining clinical practice is essential to assuring contemporary 
clinical practice. In additions, maintaining a minimum number of current practice hours 
and an active practice license is a requirement that some accrediting agencies and 
licensing boards mandate for faculty who provide instruction to students in clinical 
settings or faculty who wish to keep active practice. As such, faculty members in the SHS 
may have teaching workload units assigned to private practice consultation and or student 
learning clinics. 
 
Nine-month Professorial Rank faculty are usually assigned a minimum of 6 workload 
units per year for scholarship and research activity. Mentoring 1-2 student 
thesis/dissertation is an expectation for faculty receiving scholarship workload. Faculty 
who mentor additional students or faculty who are not assigned scholarship workload will 
be able to negotiate advising workload or receive 4% overload pay for the 15-credit 
dissertation (CDE rate =8% for 30 credits). The 4% is spread over the number of 
semesters the student is registered for the dissertation. 

 
Didactic/Theoretical Instruction 
Direct instruction occurring within traditional educational spaces such as the classroom, 
skills and simulated patient laboratories, and faculty/advisor offices as well as offsite 
didactic environments such as occupational fields or guest lecturer sites. 
 
Clinical Instruction 
Clinical instruction may include direct or indirect instruction occurring within hospitals, 
clinics, community (including international locations) and university clinics, health 
agencies, and skills and simulated patient laboratories. Faculty responsibilities may include 
direct and or indirect clinical supervision to students in various settings.  Indirect 
supervision usually entails working with a preceptor who, in turn, provides students with 
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direct offsite supervision in the field or in the clinical setting.   A faculty member may 
supervise student clinical cohorts* or individual students in a clinical setting. The number 
of students in a cohort depends on each specific program licensing board and/or accrediting 
agency requirements for different types of supervision in different types of settings.  
Workload calculations for clinical instruction vary significantly within and among 
programs, depending on faculty- to-student-mandated ratios, the type of supervision a 
faculty member needs to provide, the type of a clinical setting the student is assigned to, 
and the type of the clinical activity that the student or the cohort is required to complete.  
Therefore, quantifying clinical instruction workload in a single formula is not attainable.  
Instead, workload units exceeding those allotted by course catalogue credit hours may be 
assigned by departments or programs to specific clinical instruction activities.  Examples 
of clinic activities and their recommended workload ranges are listed in the table below 
according to type of clinical instruction. 

 

 Instruction Workload Calculations 
Activity Workload Units Assigned 
Teaching or developing a new course  May be negotiated with department chair based on course 

complexity but generally not to exceed 1 workload unit per 
a 3-credit course. 

Providing clinical supervision 1-5 workload units per semester may be assigned to a 
faculty member for providing direct supervision to one 
clinical cohort* of students in a clinical setting, depending 
on the size of the clinical cohort and the scope of the 
experience. The setting may include simulation lab, 
standardized patient clinic, skills check lab, practical exam 
lab, field or community clinics. Direct supervision means 
the faculty member provides oversight and evaluates the 
student(s). 

Providing direct supervision for course-
related projects with off-site clinical/ 
fieldwork/ service- learning expectations 

1 workload unit may be negotiated in addition to the 
number of credits allotted by course catalog; requires 
dean’s approval (e.g. a 3-credit hour course may be 
assigned 4 workload units ) 

Directing and coordinating clinical 
experiences 

Workload may be assigned to faculty members to 
coordinate and direct student clinical experiences  

Providing active learning and clinic 
preparation instructional support 

1-5 workload units per semester may be assigned to a 
faculty member for providing classroom instructional 
support that affords a department to meet smaller faculty: 
student ratios for skills training. Examples include lab 
assistance, classroom skills assessments and instruction, 
and practical examination assessment. 

Providing indirect supervision through 
clinical placement 

0.5-5 workload units per semester may be assigned to a 
faculty member who provides indirect supervision for 
one cohort of students in the clinical setting. While 
students are offsite, the role of the clinical placement 
faculty is usually executed from the traditional 
educational site. A preceptor or adjunct faculty is 
responsible for the direct, offsite supervision of students. 

Serving the role of academic advisor Advising workload is calculated based on the number of 
advisees. Faculty advisors may be assigned 1.75-2 
workload units for each group of 30 students they advise 
per semester.  This takes into account all the other 
activities that may advisors assume responsibility for 
such as attending events and recruiting. 
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*A cohort is a group of students going through the same clinical activity or experience at a certain period 
of time and is being supervised and evaluated by the same faculty member during the experience. The 
number of students in a cohort range from 4-25 for Dental Hygiene (DH 5 in clinic & 10 in Lab), is 10 for 
Medical Lab Science,  33-35 for Masters of Public Health, 8 for Nursing, 5-9 for Physician Assistant 
Studies, 11-13 for Physical Therapy,  4-5 for Occupational Therapy, 25 for Social work, and 12 for 
Masters of Social work. 
 
Scholarship Workload Calculations 
Scholarship workload may include chairing a student dissertation or project committee. 
See table below. 
Scholarship Workload 
Serving as Chairperson of a PhD 
dissertation committee 

A typical scholarship workload will accommodate serving as 
dissertation committee chair for 1- 2 student 
thesis/dissertation projects. Scholarship workload assigned 
to the role of Chair for these projects should not duplicate 
workload assigned as teaching for research-intensive 
courses. Faculty with assigned scholarship workload who 
Chair dissertation committees for more than 2 students or 
faculty who are not assigned scholarship workload and who 
serve as dissertation committee Chair will receive 4% 
overload pay for the 15-credit dissertation-(CDE rate =8% 
for 30 credits), or 1 workload units spread over the number 
of semesters the student is registered for the dissertation. 
The 4% is spread over the number of semesters the student is 
registered for the dissertation. 

Directing graduate student projects 
(sometimes called research projects but 
distinctly different from PhD 
dissertation) OR performance 
improvement, field, or clinical projects  

0.25-1.5 workload units per project/semester/cohort may be 
assigned to the faculty member for student projects that 
require independent completion in addition to the Course 
catalog assigned credits. 

 
 Service 

Service workload may include general service and/or, assigned service. Assigned service 
may include serving in a leadership or supervisory role such as Department Chair. 
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Appendix B to the Workload Policy 
University Libraries Workload Addendum 

Effective January 2021 
 
Normal Load and Responsibilities 
 
Faculty librarians typically work on the basis of a twelve (12) month contract, and are assigned a 
standard load of fifteen (15) workload units for each of the fall, spring, and summer semesters.  
 
As faculty members, the librarians of I.D. Weeks Library and the Wegner Health Sciences 
Library carry out responsibilities in the areas of librarianship, including teaching, and may 
engage in scholarship and/or service, depending on the nature of their rank and appointment. 
 
Workloads and responsibilities are assigned by the dean of libraries. Library faculty meet, at a 
minimum, on an annual basis with the dean to establish workloads as related to the University’s 
strategic priorities and expectations for librarianship and teaching, scholarship, and service.  
  
Librarianship and Teaching:  
Assigned, representative duties in librarianship and teaching may include, but are not limited to, 
responsibility for a library program or department; face-to-face and virtual reference, research, 
and instructional services; serving as a liaison and subject specialist for academic departments; 
management of library technologies; health sciences and medical library services; management 
and development of archives and special collections; collection development; digital library and 
institutional repository services; metadata and cataloging services; resource management and 
resource sharing services; instructional design; and supervision of Civil Service staff, graduate 
assistants, interns, and student employees. Teaching responsibilities may include serving as the 
instructor of record in credit-bearing courses. 
 
Scholarship: 
Library faculty members in the professorial ranks are expected to engage in scholarly research 
and publication. The scholarly research program should result in presentations to learned 
audiences at the state, regional, and national/international levels on an ongoing basis; 
dissemination in peer reviewed publications on a periodic basis; and, when applicable, the 
generation of extramural funding.   
 
Library faculty members serving in the librarian ranks may, upon approval of the dean of 
libraries, engage in scholarly research. When assigned, the scholarly research program should 
result, as agreed upon with the dean of libraries, in presentations to learned audiences at the state, 
regional, and national/international levels; dissemination in peer reviewed publications; and, 
when applicable, the generation of extramural funding.  
 
Service: 
Faculty librarians in both the professorial ranks and the librarian ranks engage in service to the 
profession and/or scholarly organizations, the libraries, the university, and the state of South 
Dakota.  
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Basis and Rationale for Overload 
 
Faculty librarians may be assigned a workload in excess of fifteen credit hours or equivalent 
workload units per semester, if agreed upon by the dean of libraries and faculty member, and 
approved by the provost.  
 
An overload will not exceed three (3) credits in a given semester. An overload may be assigned 
by the dean of libraries on one of the following bases: 

 Request of university or library administration to carry substantial responsibilities that 
advance university priorities and cannot be accommodated in the normal workload. 
Approval for such an overload will typically be limited to two (2) sequential semesters; 
or 

 Teaching a credit-bearing course for the University of South Dakota that, upon discussion 
between the dean of libraries and faculty member, cannot be accommodated in the 
normal workload. Approval for such an overload will typically be limited to two (2) 
sequential semesters. 


